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Introduction

INTRODUCTION

Fg1.''Narcissus'' , Oil on Cavas

Fg1.''Narcissus'', Caravaggio, 1597–1599, National Gallery of Ancient Art.

In Semester one,our group started exploring the Ahmedabad City through
copper crafting industry and the famous temple Sidi Saiyyed Mosque. What’s
more, the famous oil painting “Narcissus” (Fg.1) also gave us an inspiration to
seek similarity and conflict between old town and new town. meanwhile,
develop a technology that we cut the city into different layers to make those
graphic layers representing a more symbolic three-dimentional Ahmedabad
city.
In field trip, when we measured the old wall and its gate(Prem Darwaja), we
found that the edge of the old city wall on the Google satellite map looked pa
rticularly like the boundary of a cake because of the distinctive difference of
urban density and architectural form between the inside and outside of the
city wall.So we applied metaphor to regard Ahmedabad city as an cake and
continued our research. Along the journey of exploring the city, features of
squirrels activities and kite festival also captured our eyes.
In Species of Spaces, Perec liked to observe a city from its micro to its
macro aspect.In our design, Vallarie and her pet squirrel are the entry for
us to know POL houses in old town and the inhabitants life there which
just like the nuts layer(with honey) that bond other layers of the cake all
together. The labyrinth for Valerie is our guide to lead the way to experience
the narrowed road, to go through garden and bridge, finally reaching the
top of the old city wall and our FABB complex. Perec also specialized at
capturing specific moments or objects with his pen.As far as city have images,
it has a problem imaging itself. Although Kevin Lynch tried to systematically
summarize the image for lots of cities in the whole world through his ''FiveElements'' methodology, I still believe he gave me only an entry but not a
solution to seek Ahmedabad and its image.Different images and stories had
came to my mind in the process of exploring Ahmedabad. I tried to capture
the unique image by my understanding inspired by Benjamin and Perec, its
enriched historical background and those cake related components or the
antithetical city walls in old and new towns. Those fragmentary city images i
collect,for instance,the crafts man dyeing and spinning the kite strings in the
dim room; bank clerks gathering and praying in the traditional Mosque at
certain times and then goes back to their modern office buildings; or just the
kids playing kites or ball games at the riverfront......What Ahmedabad needs
is a way to unite the image fragments, to allow the image fragments to pass
through old and new walls(towns), to form cohesion between images, or a
new homogenous image.
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Cake City, as the important agency, is exactly the carrier recording and coordinating
those scattered images and help to create the new homogenous image of Ahmedabad.
If whole Ahmedabad is a special cake, then the recipe and material matters, the structure
matters, the cutting tools and plate also matters…...at last, the taste tells us where we stand now.  
By comparing the feature of different ingredients with existing urban function in walled city,
a language has been established to transfer the cake materiality to different city function in the
old town.If the cake means Ahmedabad city, then the way we cut it and the tool we use is just like
the method we applied to research a city. A cut can reveal the inside structure of the dense cake
body, multiple cuttings reveals and record some instant moment(image) of a city. For example, a
section of a Pol community, a plan of transportation system, a continuous terrace rooftop of kite
flying, a noisy Sunday market near Bhadra Square…the more you cut, the sections become series
of drawings that uncover the veil of old and mysterious Ahmedabad.
If those mentioned above is just the superficial level of how we understand the walled city.
Then, the proposition of two pieces of cake lies in different sites is a way to copy and apply some
good city form out of walled city to a wider world which also means a good attempt in exhausting
the walled city to a more metropolitan level. By exchanging process, the good quality has been
selected and transferred to the new-born concrete wall across the river. In addition, The Old and
New city wall is the nowaday embodiment of ''Narcissus'' and ''Echo'' in Ahmedabad, and the two
cake pieces parasitise with the old & new wall exchanges the different understanding of their
different position which is just like Echo finally get the chance to speak with Narcissus.
In reality,the new and old wall becomes the barrier(ideological boundaries) for new and old
towns due to different representative classes,economics,industries.But in Cake City it is quite
the contrary, the wall can be metaphor as the plate (tool) and transforms to carry and promote
interchanges between two different sides.
My Purpose of design is to put the attributes of cake into representation in a city, so that
representationality can move through old and new walls, join that which walls separate in real life.
To reclassify the attributes of the city in a way different from the traditional study of the image
of the city. At last,creating a correspondence of image fragments - a post-image archipelago in
Ahmedabad:the piece of cake is presented as an archipelago of architectural islands floating in a
metropolitan landscape of wetness which contains the monsoon fabric and Sabarmati River.
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I.History of Ahmedabad

Ahmedabad is deeply linked with textile trade. even now, it is
still the textile center of Gujarat. In ancient time, Ahmedabad
was established due to the trade, the Sabarmati River gave the people a
vital source for survival. From a small riverfront land where people
began to sell silk textile, to gradually attracting more people to settle
in here, the city expanded a lot. The existing old city wall tells us the
outline of the original city. It seems a tradition even now that people
living in the walled city are used to work in family workshops and sell
their handmade goods in the market.With the increase of population,
the congested POL houses could not meet the tense residential demand.
Over time, the city scope expanded to the periphery again and
again, until it formed like today on both sides of the Sabarmati
River.It covers an area of 205 square kilometers with four parts: the
old city, the industrial belt(east side of the old city ),the new city
(new western district) and the suburban region near the boundary of
Amdabad Municipal Corporation.

Fg2.Ahmedabad City and Environ Map 1866

Fg2.Ahmedabad City and Environ Map 1866. Biggs, Thomas. "Map of Ahmedabad and its Environs."
In Architecture at Ahmedabad, the capital of Goozerat. Pub. for the Committee of architectural antiquities of Western
India, under the patronage of Premchund Raichund. London: John Murray, 1866.

I.History of Ahmedabad

The city today seems to be divided into two sides in many ways:
Every January,between monsoon and dry season, there is a kite festival
hold in Ahmedabad. In new town,the festival is hold exclusively in a
formal place along the riverfront; in old town, wherever on rooftops or
in street corners, young and old, rich and poor, Muslims and Hindus, all
citizens set aside prejudices,making and flying kites together. This is the
moment after they made great efforts of preparation and finally deserve
to enjoy the celebration.
Nowadays, the POL house as a special type of folk house is retained
only in the walled city, POL housing comprises many families of a
particular group, those group may specified by caste, profession or
religion.  In the past, Muslims and Hindus, Jains and all other religion
lived in harmony in different POL houses. These different religions also
took different social responsibilities, normally Muslims were officers
and skilled weavers while Hindus and Jains were bankers and business
men. The POL housing clusters had a certain partition according to
those religion and profession mentioned above: Muslim community took
Citadel while Hindus and Jain occupied the rest of the eastern part of
walled city. But nowadays, due to some historical and political reason,
the racial conflict becomes more acute. Yesterday’s harmony terminated,
instead, a lot of Muslims have been expelled out of the old city, the
remained Muslims who are under a threaten of racial discrimination and
segregation moved from central area to edge area today. The partition
of Muslim residential area is narrowing.The inhabitants of the old town
could not foresee that the new town was undergoing an architectural
revolution at the same time that it attracted many famous international
architects to come,planned and built many modern style buildings such as
The Indian Institute of Management(Architect:Louis Kahn),Mill Owners’
Association Building(Architect:Le Corbusier).The living space in new
town is no longer controlled by families or races and its dwelling space is
wider and much more improved.More city function also has been brought
into this new area with the fast pacing development.
The economic industry changed with globalism, from textile industry
before to financial, service and chemical&petrochemical multiple industry
pattern now. The western side of the Sabarmati River is now a new
district dominated by the financial industry which represented the
compeletely new image and life-style of Ahmedabad.While the walled
city still continued its family workshop pattern of crafting industry.
For example, some representative handicraft industry and Sunday
market remains vitality of the old town.On top of that, many wealthy
families have moved out of the old city due to the limitation of space and
development there. The gap between the rich and the poor is widening as
the river flows continuously in between of the old and new town.
It must be admitted that there are some changes happened in every
corner of the walled city and new city today.
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I.History of Ahmedabad

The new and old town not only separates two sides geographically, but also produces two images, two worlds,two pieces
of cake city:
New and old, innovation and tradition, rich and poor,change and challenge.
This dramatic collision once existed after the day the new riverfront has been built and becomes more serious nowadays .
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The criticism and discussion of daily life was one of the
important thoughts in the 20th century. George Perec was an
important French writer who put this thought into practice.
In An attempt at exhausting a place in Paris, He did not only
devoted himself to experiment the potential of different forms
of literature, but also paid more attention to trivial daily life
and unfold infraordinary features in ordinary things.
I understand his special taxonomy of observation is that:
do not classify things from the common conventional
sense,but do follow your own rules and logic with carefully
designed orders(For example, his content page of The species
of spaces follows the micro-to-macro, inside-to-outside order
of titling ) which made my proposal led by re-classification of
city function and reconstruction of different cake materiality.

George Perec
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Walter Benjamin

played as a history scavenger and collector
in One-way Street.Thanks to his keen and sensitive mind,
he collected the mirage illusion, fragments of the ideas
from himself or others.Through re-catalog, marking,
interpretation, montage of collage, he digested those chaos
information and created a colorful world in front of us.To
explore Ahmedabad, first thing i learn from Benjamin is to
catch different fragmented images in two sides of the city.
If the two town are quite different now,then through the city
images i collected and the common intermediary wall,i manage
to find a new homogenous image suit for the whole city.
If asked to summarize Benjamin's urban research method,
then, ''comparison'', ''montage'', ''metaphor'' are the key
elements which are worth paying attention to.
In ''Standard Clock'', Benjamin likens the work of a writer to
a standard clock; In my proposed Ahmedabad, i see the city as
the Cake Archipelago and Vallarie’s labyrinth.
In ''Number 13'', Benjamin compares the book with the
harlot; In real Ahmedabad, i seek for differences between old
city wall& Riverfront project(new city wall), outside&inside of
old city, Muslim& Hindus, human's view& squirrels' view etc.
In the cover page of One-way Street,Benjamin interspersed
four different scenes with each other, those scenes recombined
in perfect harmony and created a new image with abundant
information; In proposed design, the real city has been
deconstructed and fragmented.For one hand, those chosen
images(merits) has been interpreted onto the new city
wall which i may called ''the new image of the city''.For
another,the city wall has also been distorted and blurred its
original boundary, the cake body(FABB complex) becomes
the archipelago inserted in the edge of the city wall,or even
becomes part of it.

Fg3. Collage the cover of Einbahnstraße
edited by Lu Chen

Fg3.Resource:Cover of "Einbahnstraße": the first edition of One-Way Street published in 1928, Berlin.
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Methodology

''Space melts like sand running through one's finger. Time bears it away and leaves me only shapeless shreds.''

(Species of Spaces, P91)

I.Reading Ahmedabad

By studying Perec and Benjamin’s book, I try to find an entry to start my resarch of Ahmedabad City, that is, wondering the Ahmedabad city with both of
them, try to see what they might see,try to understand the city with their ways.
A.Five Elements
''There seems to be a public image of any given city which is
the overlap of many individual images......The content of the city
images so far studied,which are referable to physical forms....''
(Image of the city,P46)

Kevin Lynch argues that for any given city, a corresponding
set of mental images exist in the minds of the people who
experience that city. Contributing to those images are five
elements which i believe is the entry level of articulating a
city.
Perec also likes to describe a scene with different groups of
objects. As for a big city like Ahmedabad, i think it is worthy
concluding those five main elements to give us an initial
impression of it:
1.Paths:
The city of Ahmedabad was conceived through a synthesis
of principles based on medieval Indian urban planning and
the Islamic notion of ''city'' . The origins of the city together
with the social and cultural influence of the ruling Muslim
community go some way to explain some of the Walled City's
environmental and topographic characteristics, including the
broken line structure of neighbourhoods and legible structure
of main roads, similar to both European and Middle Eastern
cities.

I.Reading Ahmedabad

Methodology

The paths in Ahmedabad has a clear hierarchy, just like other big cities in the world. Paths are complicated and variable in
Ahemdabad today, not only because the fast pace of urban construction but also do to the historical reasons and residential
POL housing pattern.
In 1855,The whole city is centered around Bhadar and 3 Gates, and the main road network radiates from this center.
The roads are not orthogonal lines and grids,but more of broken lines with non-right angle intersections. The irregular
network of roads connects all the important traffic nodes like BHADAR Forts,Manek Chowk and 16 GATEs. This is also the
prototype of the modern road network in walled city, the width of these roads today are approximately 12-20 meters,and
almost busy every hour per day(pedestrians,motorbikes,vehicles and tutus mingle together ).
The five bridges over the Sabamarti river,especially Nehru Bridge, and railway station in east side of the city are also
important traffic paths for Ahmedabad's internal and external exchanges.
In addition to these large-scale roads, smaller alleys in residential districts have more characteristic of Ahmedabad.The
alleys always show up with the cramped buildings on both sides, the shape of alleys forms by the boundary of terraced
houses which looks like a weaving piece of fabric texture, with more angles and intersections. The width of the alleys may
not always be the same, but varied with the environment and functions(for vehicles or pedestrians, or both).The boundaries
of the alleys are always redefined and varied by people's activities(commerce...) and the time of a day .It looks chaos but
you can always find exits and shortcuts in this road maze.
When comes to the paths in a Pol housing. Its scale becomes smaller and death ends begin to appear.The paths have
three features: 1)narrowed.2)hidden.The overhead of the road is always covered by projecting balconies. 3)private. This
is primarily a special functional requirement for Pol Housing, in order to defend against enemies and distinguish own
residents from other outside residents.Pol housing is usually accessed through one or two entrance and only open to the
residents themselves.The entrance links directly to the internal paths that are connected to each house. so the paths are not
connected to other external streets in order to be more private and safe here.
The function of the paths is for pedestrians only.In addition to its transportation need, the path also serves as a social
space for families to talk and a public space for students to play together and for the elderly to rest and chat with each other,
an open space for housewives to do house works. Some Pol Housing also has pigeon feeding devices in the alley squares.

Fg4

Fg5

Fg6

Fg7

Fg4.Google Map of Ahmedabad, google earth pro,took by 2020.06.
Fg5.Ganesh Vasudev Mavalankar Road near east side of Bhadar,Lu chen,took by 2020.01.
Fg6.Ganhi Road near Teen Darwaza,Lu chen,took by 2020.01.
Fg7.A path in a Pol housing community,Lu chen,took by 2020.01.
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2.Edges:
The edge of old Ahmedabad City is obvious in two levels.
One is physical boundaries made by new and old walls:
The existing old city wall and gates are the historical heritages and
proofs of city defense construction. Although the continuous city wall is
disappeared now, but the new widen roads and train station surrounded
the old city in north,east and south side also gives a clear boundary to the
walled city.Besides, the Sabamarti River and its riverfront project are the
concrete infrastructure to strengthen the new western border (the old city
wall near riverfront has been kept).
The other edge is a function segregation level of border:
People who lived in walled city are still live in the slums and make a
living by the traditional industry such as handicrafts and tourism.Their
activity range is normally within the walled city. Outside the walled city are
newly built buildings and factories,not to mention the new town across the
river where represents the rich zone in Ahmedabad.In conclusion, the poor
family and government institutes stay in the walled city ,meanwhile, the
upper class and better infrastructure are all live in the outside of the walled
city.

Fg10

3.Districts:
In this case, two typical districts are selected as analysis samples.
They have different social connotations: One is the site near Lal Darwaja
Garden,the other is a Hindu Residence zone near Prem Darwaja Gate.
1)The Lal Darwaja Garden and Bhadra Square area is the central heart
of old town administrative office for ages. From ancient times this area
is taken by the Muslim officers as their living and working places. Until
now,this is still the location of administrative institute. The site is a rare
public space with low building density in the old city, which is really
special and easy to be recognized in the city.The important position of the
government,as the core, radiates to the surrounding area:the accessibility of
roads and Nehru bridge;the distribution of relevant supporting functional
buildings(eg,hotels,police station). Meanwhile, with the binding effect of
greenery space, the different people and their activities in the periphery are
closely linked to the central.
2)The Hindu slum near Prem Darwaja and the old city wall shows
a traditional slum dwelling pattern:The north fringe of this district is
formed by the old city wall and gates.The border of other three directions
is more irregular than the inside area due to the need for trades and
entrance. The Hindus shops have to be open to the public. But the houses
interior the district are well organized and closely connected to each other.
Only the vertical and horizonal paths divides the blocks.The closer to the
commercial, factories and other non-residential areas, the more irregular
the arrangement of slum houses.And in this area the small scale of religion
worship places are often be found in every corner.
We can see the module of dwelling from the demolished wall.

The walled city here is in behalf of common people who have lived here
for generations,while outside of the city means new immigrants, prosperity
and development.

Fg8

Fg9

Fg8.District plan of Prem Gate.
Fg9.Slum near Prem Gate.
Fg10.Elevation of Prem Gate.
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Sidi Saiyyed Mosque

Mill Owners' Association Building

4.Nodes:
Sidi Saiyyed Mosque, as a very important religious architecture in Ahmedabad,is
a spiritual nodes near the Lal Darwaja Garden.Also, the Bhadra square plays as
an cultural and commercial nodes linking the official part of the city to citizens’
everyday trade and living. Not to mention those Pols and step-wells interspersed in
the old city.As for the new town, modern architects,such as Le Corbusier and Louis
Kahn, made contribution to defining the new image and urban planning for the city.
Mill Owners' Association Building and Indian Institute of Management are their vital
achievements standing on the other side of Sabarmati river.
Interconnections between nodes and core can bring a close knit to different city
functions.What’s more is the nodes network just like a fabric covering the cake city.

Rustom Cama Marg
Rustom Cama

Marg

Factory Entrance

Main Entrance

Secondary Entrance

Statue

arg

Jijabei M

5.Landmarks:
The Lal Darwaja Garden is the open greenery park in the dense walled city.
People of all classes, young and old, visits here every day.Its layout is simple: a
statue erected in the middle of the park, the rest are lawns and trees. The landscape
design is general ,but its greening rate is quite outstanding in the walled city.
Sadar Bagh Park Site Plan 1:500

I.Reading Ahmedabad

B.Parasitism & Comparison

In Benjamin’s Number 13, he compared the book with harlot. Seeking both
similarity and contradiction between the two things, then reveal the core
value of the objects by comparison.
In Ahmedabad, i realize the new riverfront project and the old city wall
also have these kind of similarity and might stand at different sites to show
the different attitude or a different local life.They are just like twins with
opposite personalities:They both are the boundary of Ahmedabad city in
different era. Their length and some purpose of construction are the same
but they build up some kind of segregation along the procession: if the
Old City Wall distinguishes the inside and outside,the conventional and
unconventional; then the Riverfront Project separates the water and land,
the new town and the old town.As for wetness circulation, the old city wall
is a limitation to block the new water system into the drained area while the
new riverfront project is a barrier to block all the water in the city out to
Sabarmati River.
To use these kind of similarity and bring up a conversation between Echo
& Narcissus , my proposed design choose these two walls to be the host for
my FABB to grow with. The building permeates with the wall, the wall
and the Sabarmati River becomes the stage for new and old town to play a
pantomime.
In the site near old city wall, the crafting workshop center(FABB) is too
fill the missing part of the old wall,becoming the component of the wall.
The building inserted in the wall and all the activities take place in and out
of the wall.
In the site near the riverfront project, the bank and its complex,
impenetrates the space between the concrete wall and the river and even
extend to the river as a floating public service. becomes a lateral outlet to
the Sabarmati River.
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C.Local city VS Global city, Craft city VS Commercial city

The presence of walls in old and new town limits the understanding for each other side.One cannot see beyond one's
boundaries,therefore,it creates four types of city within the city.
local city and global city:The development of the old city seems to be limited within the walls, the people in POLs adapted to the
tradition and do not seek for change. While in new town and overseas, people values what the old town have, not only the historical
heritage,but also the traditional handicraft.The university in new town also tried to collaborate with craftsman to help protecting skills and
improve their scale of production.After all, the tide of globalization cannot stand only in the new town, looking from afar to the opposite
side.
craft city and commercial city: The old town is best known for its preservation of history,especially those places of interest and local
craft industry.The Ahmedabad Stock Exchange (ASE) is the second oldest exchange of India located in the new town.Besides new town
thrived in multiple field of industry.
Different priorities create cities within the city,at the same time they can't penetrate or copy each other.It's like the four separate islands
that make up the archipelago.
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Collage of City Images
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D.Cake City
In field trip, when we measured the old
city wall and its gate(Prem Darwaja), we
found that the edge of the old city wall on
the Google satellite map showed a clear gap
between the outside and inside that looked particul
arly like the boundary of a cake.
“If the Ahmedabad is a city of cake, what would
it be like?” This question brings out an motive to
investigate Ahmedabad as a cake.
Cake and City is totally two different object, but
in my methodology, it is a vital tool to reveal the
image of the city itself:
T h e r e p r e s e n t at i o n o f o n e c a n i n f o r m
the imaging of the other.The imaging of
one can infor m the re presentation of the
other.  Representations and images do not inform
the reality of the city directly, they do so through
the carefully constructed iterative stages of
translation, mediation, appropriation.
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1.The whole city is a complete cake
The functionality and spaciality of a city is the same as the material complexity of a cake.
The cake has sponges, croutons,apple cubes as the main body, honey with nuts as the binder, and cream as the gray space between
the various parts to soften the edge.Chocolate chips and saffron adorn the cake shell. The city also have different functions, races and
transportation system,terrain feature.... that together create a unique city.

II.Tasting the flavor of Ahmedabad

Wetness is the catalyst for the cake city
When a cake is baked in an oven, its original property changes, its
structure becomes denser and its taste becomes delicious which just like
a city is also changed by wetness distribution fluctuates (eg.monsoon or
drought season).
Water brings vigor and vitality. Among all the water resources,Sabarmati
River counts the most that it strengthen the isolation between different
classes and shape the edge of the riverbank. The monsoon brings the water
to land that change the current topography and people’s daily life, so does
the drought season that moisture evaporates so the more surface is exposed.
Wetness variation changes the form of the city.
To turn the city's humidity into something tangible, the kite festival hold
in every January record the wind direction changes and humidity in the air
becomes a atypical perspective to translate the intangible wetness situation
in Ahmedabad.

The cake of Ahmedabad is mainly made by 3 parts:
The people and their activities(eg. copper , kite making) are the foundation
of the cake.
The different buildings, old city walls and its spaciality is the main body
of the cake.
The monsoon data and Sabarmati River becomes the topping to adorn the
the final appearance.
Beside above,the cake has some added ingredients to decorate it:
In Species of Spaces, Perec liked to observe a city from its micro to its
macro aspect.In our design, Vallarie and her pet squirrel are the entry
for us to know POL houses in old town and the inhabitants life there.
The labyrinth for Valerie is our guide to lead the way to experience
the narrowed road, to go through garden and bridge, finally reaching the
top of the old city wall and the FABB complex. It becomes the navigational
system of the city in my design.
The City Layer is the technology i applied in researching the cake city.
If the Ahmedabad city is a complete cake, then the way we cut it and
the tool we use to make it is just like the method we applied to research a
city. A cut can reveal the inside structure of the dense cake body, multiple
cuttings reveals and record some instant moment of a city. For example, a
section of a Pol community, a plan of transportation system, a continuous
terrace rooftop of kite flying, a noisy Sunday market near Bhadra Square…
the more you cut, the sections become series of drawings that uncover the
veil of old and mysterious Ahmedabad.
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2.Two pieces of cake in one plate (My proposed design)

The two pieces are the crucial part i cut from the cake
which closely relate to the Sabarmati River and the Walled
City in Ahmedabad.
They just like Echo and Narcissus: they are closely
connected but in totally different position.
In reality, we hand made a real cake, then slice and
reconstruct the cake pieces.
The site plan mainly comes from the sliced cake sections or
elevations, but also influenced by Monsoon data (informatic
fabric) and Vallarie’s Labyrinth system(mechanical componet).
The sliced cake in the old town is the original flavor then
the one near riverfront (copy one) calls for the same merits the
old town(eg. Rooftop, Pols.) have but with more characteristic
of the new age.
They are mirror images of each other.
If ''Cake City'' is agency,then the two pieces of the cake
means ''Exchange'', that is to mobilize some good quality from
one site to another place: from east to west,from historical to
modern,from platy to linear.
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E.Echo & Narcissus
Narcissus:
In Ovid’s myth, Narcissus is a beautiful youth who rejected
Echo and fell in love with his bodiless reflection.
In Ahmedabad, it represents the old city wall. The most of
the old city wall has been torn down now, even the main body
is missing but local people still aware where the core old city
is and its exact scope.
Echo:
In Ovid’s myth, she is only a mimic that repeats what
Narcissus have said but never can be Narcissus himself or the
lover of Narcissus.
In Ahmedabad,The Sabarmati Riverfront project inherited
some of the similarity with old city wall(such as boundary
,length,function etc.) but can not totally win the hearts of the
people.Isn’t it the real incarnation of echo in our time?
My proposed design is to bring some good quality of the
old city into the west coast riverfront, to give a more powerful
voice to the riverfront itself and finally let the old and new
wall speak to each other.For example,the multi-layered
rooftop of Pol residence zone is the busiest stage during Kite
festival, this form and texture can be kept and transform into
the same busy financial zone in the opposite side of Sabarmati
River.The new riverbank site can have the characteristic of
both cake city and old walled city.

F.Image of City
''There seems to be a public image of any given city which is the
overlap of many individual images. Or perhaps there is a series of
public images,each held by some significant number of citizens.''
(Image of City,P46)

Follow Lynch’s theory, Ahmedabad,as a typical city in
India,also has thousands of images. Besides those common
points of an Indian city, Ahmedabad has two features that
apart from the other indian cities.
1.Identity
A good city form need to be identifiable.Ahmedabad
is unique and can not be found somewhere else.In
Ahmedabad,this identity can be specified into 4 parts:
The kite festival
The old city (wall and gates)
The Cake City Materiality
Oceans of wetness
Kite festival is a microcosm of Ahmedabad which contains
Vallerie and her parents’ life. As for me, I interpret this
festival into the layout like rooftop floating bank in west site
and moisture fabric information project to the city mapping
of The [Loving] Metropolitan Landscape.
The Old city have a long history. Although most of the
old memories has gone but they left a trace at the surface
of exsisting walls,gates and forts through our Measured
Intensities in field trip. This precious old wall boundary
becomes my shell of Cake City and the host of FABB design.
The thesis of Cake City requires me to look for a way
to investigate the architecture and landscape in Old town.
The outcomes has condensed into the theory of materiality
between the cake and the real city.
The wetness in Ahmedabad is not only made up of their
mother Sabarmati river,but also made up of some other
aspects:
The tree is the basic natural unit to reserve water resource
in land.Its photosynthesis creates a water vapor cycle in the
air. The more greenery, the more humid moisture pervades
in the surroundings.The Lal Darwaja Park is the biggest
warehouse that store wetness in the old city.

III.Imaging Ahmedabad

Methodology

The monsoon season represented by Kite Festival strings, is the supply
depot for the city.Rain brings irregular changes in the morphology of
the land and boundary of Sabarmati River.
The stepwells and other municipal water supply system is the
infrastructure to utilize visible water resource in land.
2.The shifting image
Ahmedabad is always busy, noisy and full of pedestrians walking by
when you travelled there. The image of Ahmedabad is made of a series
of shifting individual images.
The five elements i mentioned above is the main content of image,i can
summarize the elements and its form in old city, take picture of it and
translate it into the new town site.
Viewpoint: The scene of Ahmedabad is more irregular and dynamic
through Vallerie’s squirrel’s eye.By looking at the city through the
squirrel's lens, we can think of the maze and mechanical parts that the
squirrel climbs as part of the city and the traffic network.
Camera: How we capture a moment?
In my design, i apply the city layer as a technology to save the instant
information of a city.
These city layers reflect the differences between the old and the new,
the wall and the riverfront.wall speak to each other.For example,the
multi-layered rooftop of Pol residence zone is the busiest stage during
Kite festival, this form and texture can be kept and transform into the
same busy financial zone in the opposite side of Sabarmati River.The
new riverbank site can have the characteristic of both cake city and old
walled city.
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I.Two pieces of cake in one plate

Cake 01- Handicraft Centre (in old town site)
To some extent, the old city now is more like an isolated
cake that contains some interesting aspects (such as, traditional
handicraft industry, kite festival,religious activities etc.) and also
has a clear gap between the outside and inside. The foundation
of the cake is the people who live in the old town. Their everyday
life,history and culturegives different flavor to the cake. With the
fast-speed development, emerging industry ,economy center and
others has moved out to the western new town due to the lack of
space in old city, but the Ahmedabad administrative department
stays like ancient times and made the walled city alive and
dignified.
Our FABB is target at those missing component of the old
city. The public service and education resource is of lack in the
populous old city. People lived in POL has to face the challenge
to reform their working pattern and how to reserve their cultural
heritage.
Through the trace of nut layer in a cake piece’s section, we
creates an textured urban mapping of cake city near Lal Darwaja
Park and administrative department. With a transmutative fabric
of monsoon information projected into the whole city area, the
landscape design concept has been set up at the same time.
[F]Factory: Handicraft centre
Functionally, it is a supplement to the missing function
component of the old city and an attempt in systematic
integration of a variety of handicraft industry together and
reforming the old family studio working pattern.
Formally, the form and architectural design, integrates itself
into the old city wall, as a complementary part of the old city
wall near the central administrative department. The building
interweaves with the old city wall as well as the functional
streamlines are closely connected with the existing old city wall.
Conceptually, the whole FABB and MLTL design in old city
together constitutes Vallerie’s labyrinth. The FABB becomes the
key point in the maze to guide Vallerie to find the right route, the
handicraft centre is destination point in the labyrinth.
Cake 02- Financial Centre (in riverfront site)
The new town no longer shares the same impression of the
old city in people's mind today. the riverfront and river becomes
the only stage to let the two town communicates with each other.
As a transitional zone connecting to both resident area and
Sabarmati River, the riverfront project is a best location to show
the representative characteristic of the new town, that is the
financial life and activity there.
As the new wall and city boundary, the riverfront project

is more complete and stiff compared with the city wall in old
town. The design concept of the new piece of cake in this area
is to break the firm boundary and extend its scope to the river
and underground. Besides the monsoon fabric we projected in
the whole Ahmedabad area,the city mapping in riverfront site
is made up of another piece of cake section, and the mechanical
component in physical model we made in last semester has also
been applied as the navigational system in this urban planning.
[A]Amenity:Financial Centre
Functionally, Financial activity is a representative image of
new town life.It is an attempt to replicate and spread the existing
financial functions to the riverbank area.
Formally, the spaciality, form and architectural design was
inspired by the Pol housing and complicated Rooftops in the
old town. Narrowed and irregular paths between two rows of
Pols, complicated as labyrinth but always accessible rooftops,
multiple atriums and the arcade and overhanging in the old Pol
housing.......those merits in the old town has all been interpreted
in the building and urban planning here.
Plate - Old & New City Wall/Whole city
Soft food is always served with fine utensils.
The plate, for cake itself, is the solid support and necessary
background.
For my proposed design, the host (Old & New City Wall) is
the solid support that hold all the objects above.New and old
city walls are different in shape or location but they are the key
elements for both handicraft and financial centre.Somehow they
become, in a sense, a systematic whole. The wall is more like a
vessel to contain wetness mobility and its symbiotic architecture.
And in the larger sense, the whole city is the foundation of all
the existing buildings lying on it.Monsoon fabric even projected
the holistic texture for the plain plate which is big enough for all
the cake pieces.
Imaging through walls
As mentioned above, although the old and new wall is different
in the physical form. But functionally, It stops us to see past those
walls - old and new. The walls are real and theoretical boundaries
to imagining what's outside / beyond / inside.
If cake city ultimately provide us a homogeneous image of
Ahmedabad, then it is important to breakdown the original
boundaries and even let the wall becomes the screen to project
the afar side of the city.There is no inclusive city plan to unite
the fragments. But the wall can take the job.
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Layered Architecture
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2.Archipelago and Ocean

''The word 'archipelago' always had an incredible
resonance. It symbolised the separateness, but also the
larger entity of something … It seemed to have a
great relevance in conditions where the whole had been
broken.''
(‘Archipelago’, in ‘Rem Koolhaas A-Y’, conversation with Beatriz Colomina,
El Croquis, 134/135(Madrid,2007), P379)

''Archipelago and Ocean'' refers to an assemblage of marine and terrestrial elements in which
the aquatic and scattered spaces are key to community livelihoods and to communities.
The archipelago is mainly made up of different pieces of islands,reef,sandbank,lagoon and
ocean.From Unger’s view, Green Archipelago is also an agency applied in urban planning.
Urban life takes place between many small islands and with water level is always changing,
people's lives and boundaries are always moving. Formed by the dynamic erosion forces of
monsoon and Sabarmati river, it eventually forms the unstable geomorphology of archipelago.
but in urban design level,i would also understand ''Archipelago and Ocean'' as giving us a
administrative subdivision through the creation process,and we can find different terms of
urban function matching the components of archipelago and ocean.
Wetness in Ahmedabad splits the city into multiple pieces, the Architects have used the
‘archipelago’ as a metaphoric metageographical concept based on a land–sea binary, to conceive
of architecture as autonomous from its environments.
"The Berlin wall as architecture"designed by Koolhaas, extrolling the merits of form.Its
high modernist ability to make a maximum of impact with a minimum of architectural
intervention.In Ahmedabad, i believe the wall erected in different side of the river also holds
the same position and meaning, i need to rethink and redesign those wall with the proposed
design together.For example,the form of riverfront project originally is an integrated concrete
infrastructure.Why not deconstructing the volume and changing the integrated form into
layered pieces with the trace tendency of wetness?
If the handicraft centre is influenced by the mild humidity created by the greenery in Lal
Darwaja Park. Then,the financial centre can be seen as a separate sub-archipelago between
land and water which is shaped by the unstable wetness state controlled by river and season.
Formally, The financial Centre is incomplete and fragmented, with distinctly newborn
features of scattered land pieces. The floating port is an access to reach the abundant water
resource.
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Different islands,reef,sandbank,lagoon in the ''Cake Archipelago'' .....
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GLOSSARY OF TERMS

Metaphor: A figure of speech in which a word or phrase is applied to an object or action
to which it is not literally applicable.

Taxonomy: A system for naming and organizing things, especially plants and animals,
into groups that share similar qualities.

Montage: The technique of combining in a single composition pictorial elements from
various sources, as parts of different photographs or fragments of printing, either to give
the illusion that the elements belonged together originally or to allow each element to
retain its separate identity as a means of adding interest or meaning to the composition.

Parasitism: A parasitic mode of life or existence.
Catalyst: A substance that causes or accelerates a chemical reaction without itself being
affected.
Archipelago:a group of small islands or an area of sea in which there are many small
islands.

(Definitions from the Cambridge Advanced Learner's Dictionary & Thesaurus © Cambridge University Press)
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